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A Few Good Words – Writing Investigation 
Reports
Learn the keys for how to write an effective investigation report
By Sally F. Cutler

T
his column discusses the objectives of 
investigation reports, their audiences and their 
messages. It also outlines a functional structure 
for such reports. Finally, it discusses the need to 

manage the wording of these reports to maintain neutrality.

Your internal audit department is responsible for leading 
investigations when an allegation of fraud or misconduct is 
made. In the past, you have written a unique report—built 
from scratch—for each investigation, and each report’s 
approach has been different.

You think it would be wise to develop a consistent approach 
to investigation reports. You know that you cannot use 
your standard audit-report approach: investigations differ 
in important ways from audits, and you think the reporting 
should as well.

Also, your organization’s legal counsel has asked you several 
times to revise the wording of your investigation reports; 
counsel seems particularly sensitive to certain wording. As you 
develop your approach, you want to be sure to consider this.

Objectives of investigation reports
Investigations are triggered by allegations. These come 
most often from tips and hotline reporting, and they may 
come from audit work that uncovers what appears to be 
misconduct or fraud.

Consequently, the objectives of an investigation report 
differ from the objectives of an audit report. Namely, the 
objectives of an investigation report are narrowly confined:

 • The primary objective is to render a conclusion as to 
whether the evidence is sufficient to support the allegation.

 • The secondary objective is to recommend whether or not 
the organization needs to take additional action.

In contrast, an audit report’s objectives include concluding 
on—and making recommendations concerning—the 
effectiveness of internal-control design and operation. These 
conclusions and recommendations may include judgments 
about management’s effectiveness and the overall design of 
processes.   

Investigation report – audiences
Audiences for investigation reports likewise differ from 
those of audit reports, as do the needs of the audience. 
For one thing, investigation report distribution is smaller, 
with close attention to who needs to know the results of 
the investigation. This distribution routinely includes the 
organization’s legal counsel. Furthermore, the report often is 
controlled as a privileged and confidential document.

The audience for the investigation report needs sufficient 
information within the report itself to support the 
investigator’s conclusion. This is another way investigation 
reports differ from audit reports. Effective audit reports 
summarize detailed information; effective investigation 
reports incorporate more detail so that the investigation 
report is self-contained.

Investigation report – messages
Because of the narrowly drawn objectives of investigation 
reports, the message for these reports can be stated in 
a standardized conclusion: “There is (or is not) sufficient 
evidence to support the allegation.” 

Further, the recommendation can be standardized as well, for 
example, “This matter should be referred to human resources 
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(or senior management) for appropriate disciplinary action,” or 
“No further action is recommended.” Notice that—even when 
the evidence supports the allegation—the investigator does 
not recommend what disciplinary action should be taken. 
Others, be they human resources or senior management, are 
responsible for that decision, as governed by organizational 
policies and procedures.

When an investigation yields information about process 
weaknesses, the investigation report also may recommend 
actions to address those weaknesses. That is, whether the 
allegation is supported or not, the investigation may reveal 
control gaps or ineffective controls, and recommendations 
to address these control weaknesses are appropriate.

Investigation report – structure
Here is a functional structure for an investigation report.

Report heading
The heading captures the key identifying information:

 • Case number or investigation number

 • Name of person(s) reporting

 • Case name or subject

 • Report date

Investigation summary
Allegation summary – The allegation summary answers these 
key questions: what was alleged, who made the allegation, 
when the allegation was made and how the allegation was 
received.

Example: A September 23, 2013 anonymous report on the 
hospital’s voice hotline alleged that night parking attendant 
James Overshoe was “skimming money from parking 
receipts” and had been doing so “for at least six months.” 
The caller alleged that Mr. Overshoe did so by charging 
customers who had lost their parking tickets the required 
maximum of $12 while manually recording one-hour 
charges of $5. 

Methods summary – The methods summary continues 
to answer key questions: who was interviewed (by name 

and title), when the interviews were conducted and what 
documents were reviewed.

Example: James Overshoe, Parking Attendant, was 
interviewed on September 30, 2013 and October 5, 2013. 
Millicent Westover, Parking Supervisor, was interviewed on 
September 30, 2013. Records of all parking receipts for the 
period of January 1, 2013 through September 20, 2013 were 
reviewed and compared, in particular, for the existence of 
lost-ticket charges. 

Summary – The summary provides a synopsis of the 
story. This summary compresses volumes of evidence 
and documentation. The aim is to highlight inconsistent 
statements and to give a factual but high-level and quick 
view of the case.

Example: During the period reviewed, for approximately 
75% of Mr. Overshoe’s shifts, no lost-ticket charges were 
recorded; during all other shifts, at least two lost-ticket 
charges per shift were recorded. Mr. Overshoe averaged 15 
manually entered charges per shift, while all other shifts 
averaged two; charges are to be entered manually when 
a parking ticket is damaged in a way that it cannot be 
scanned. 

Mr. Overshoe stated that he “felt bad” for lost-ticket 
customers and manually entered a charge less than 
the required lost-ticket charge. He also stated that he 
sometimes manually entered lower charges for customers 
who told him they did not have enough cash to pay the full 
charge.

Conclusion – The conclusion answers the question, “Is there 
sufficient evidence to support the allegation?”

Example: The evidence is not sufficient to support the 
allegation.

Recommendations – The recommendations address what 
is to be done. Again, even when the evidence supports 
the allegation, the investigator does not recommend 
disciplinary actions but rather recommends that the matter 
be dealt with by the appropriate entity.

Objectives of an investigation report differ from the objectives of an audit 
report. The conclusion answers the question, “Is there sufficient evidence 
to support the allegation?”
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Example: Human Resources should work with Parking 
Supervisor Ms. Westover to provide Mr. Overshoe with 
training and/or coaching to ensure he is handling parking-
ticket charges appropriately.

The allegation summary 
answers these key questions: 
what was alleged, who made the 
allegation, when the allegation 
was made and how the 
allegation was received.

Process or control recommendations – If the investigator 
makes such recommendations, keeping them separate from 
the allegation recommendations is worthwhile for clarity.

Findings
The findings are detailed interview notes and pertinent 
information from other sources. 

Interviews – You should include who was interviewed, 
when, how (in person or by other means) and by whom. 
The interview notes need not be verbatim, but they should 
capture all questions asked and the responses. Direct 
quotations are included when they clarify a point or capture 
the essence of the response.

Documents – You should include the document title (or 
other identification); who created it; when it was created; if 
appropriate, when and by whom it was edited; and when, 
how (electronic or hardcopy) and by whom it was accessed. 
Document notes should describe or quote pertinent 
information from the document.

System-generated data – You should include the data source; 
how the data were accessed; and, if appropriate, tools or 
methods used for data analysis. Pertinent data should be 
summarized; detail may be included in an appendix.

Video or audio recordings – You should include when the 
recording was made; when, how and by whom it was 
viewed or listened to; and who wrote the description. A 
neutral description of the recording may suffice. If the case 
file is maintained electronically, the pertinent recorded 
segment may be stored with the case file. Otherwise, you 
should explain where the recording is stored. 

Sign-offs
The report is signed off by the investigator(s). It may also 
be signed off by the investigator’s supervisor and/or by the 
chief audit executive.

Attachments (if any)
These may include supporting detail, for example, 
spreadsheets, documents and electronic files.

Neutral wording
One of the most challenging aspects of investigation 
reporting is eliminating both biased language and 
editorializing.

Biased language
Bias can be inserted in subtle ways. Consider these 
examples:

Biased Example One – Mr. Overshoe confessed that he felt 
bad for lost-ticket customers, especially late at night, and 
manually entered a charge less than the required lost-ticket 
charge. He also explained that he sometimes manually 
entered lower charges for customers who pleaded that they 
were short on cash.

Unbiased Example One – Mr. Overshoe stated that he “felt 
bad” for lost-ticket customers and manually entered a 
charge less than the required lost-ticket charge. He also 
stated that he sometimes manually entered lower charges 
for customers who told him they did not have enough cash 
to pay the full charge.

In the biased example, note how some words and phrases 
paint a less-than-neutral picture: confessed, felt bad 
(without quotation marks), especially late at night, pleaded 
and short on cash. Even the word explained represents 
bias; note that it is replaced by stated in the unbiased 
example.

Biased Example Two – Management sign-offs never 
occurred on time. These delays enabled Accounting Clerk 
Smith to commit inappropriate authorizations of excessive 
spending.

Unbiased Example Two – Management sign-offs were 
delayed ranging from two to six months. During these 
delays, Accounting Clerk Smith authorized spending that 
exceeded her authority by amounts ranging from $10,000 to 
$1 million.

In the biased example, the bias is evident in the words 
and phrases never occurred on time, enabled, commit, 
inappropriate and excessive.
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Editorializing
We editorialize when we make judgments about the truth 
or validity of statements and when we subjectively interpret 
behavior. An investigation report should be free of such 
editorializing.

Editorial example – Mr. Jones was nervous during the 
interview, and he lied when he said he had not been at the 
construction site on August 15, 2013. He changed his story 
when confronted with the videotaped evidence.

Non-editorial example – Mr. Jones’s statement that he had 
not been at the construction site on August 15, 2013 was 
inconsistent with the August 15, 2013 construction-site 
security tape. Upon reviewing the security tape, he stated 
that he “must have been mistaken” about not being at the 
site that day.

Notice the subjective interpretation that Mr. Jones “was 
nervous.” Also, notice how the inconsistency—which 
may indeed be a lie—is communicated but without 
editorializing.

A consistent approach to investigation reports
You have set up a template for your investigation reports 
and have developed guidance to go along with it. You have 
also gathered your staff to review that guidance, and you 
intend to keep a close watch to be sure you have treated 
investigation reports with the care they deserve. NP

Sally Cutler, president of Word-Wrights 
Incorporated, provides report-writing 
training and consulting for internal 
audit departments worldwide. A 
collection of these columns titled A 
Few Good Words is available through 
online booksellers. Sally has written 
two books on audit reporting, and is a 
contributing author to the 6th edition of 
Sawyers Guide for Internal Auditing 
(2012). You may reach her at Sally.
Cutler@Word-Wrights.com or (315) 
626-2545.

We editorialize when we make judgments about the truth or validity of 
statements and when we subjectively interpret behavior. 
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